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DAYTON, Ohio, March 27, 1973 --- The North Central Section Annual Meeting of the American Society for Engineering Education will be held at the Engineering Science Foundation on April 13-14.

The meeting will be jointly sponsored by Sinclair, University of Dayton, Wright State and the Air Force Institute of Technology. The theme will be "Innovative Teaching Methods".

Campus visitations will be made on the morning of April 13 and the annual banquet will be held at 7:30 P.M. on April 13 at the Sheraton Dayton. Fr. Raymond Roesch, President of the University of Dayton, will give the banquet invocation. Professor Joseph M. Farren of the Engineering Technology Department will present a paper entitled "An Approach to Teaching Engineering Technology Laboratories". Registration fee will be $5.00 and the dinner fee will be $6.00.
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